We analyze different optimization strategies for real-time energy management in building systems. We have found that exploiting building-wide multivariable interactions between CO 2 , humidity, pressure, occupancy, and temperature leads to significant reductions of energy intensity. Our analysis indicates that it is possible to obtain energy savings of more than 50% compared with traditional control strategies. The exploitation of the thermal comfort zone has been found to be the most relevant factor driving energy savings. We discuss strategies to handle multiple competing objectives as well as economic functions and we analyze financial incentives provided by real-time prices and existing market designs. Numerical experiments are provided to support the claims.
Introduction
The heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) system comprises a large number of equipment units and material and energy resources that need to be monitored and coordinated in real time. The effective operation of these systems is particularly difficult because external and internal building conditions change in a highly dynamic manner. Such changes include, among others, occupancy, weather, and energy prices. In addition, building operations are complex because a large number of constraints must be satisfied in order to ensure comfort, air quality, and appropriate equipment performance.
Optimization-based control is a key technology in next-generation building systems. While diverse studies have been reported [16, 11, 12, 21, 4, 29, 18, 26] , traditional control objectives (e.g., set-point tracking) are often used. In addition, previous studies have focused on independent components of the building such as air-handling units, chillers, ventilation rates, air quality, and temperature. Hence, the building-wide optimization potential has not been fully explored [3] . This is an issue because, in commercial-sized buildings, myriad operational degrees of freedom and physical multivariable interactions can be exploited to achieve significant energy savings.
Previous optimization studies have also focused on traditional interactions of the building with the electricity markets where the building is seen as a price-taker subject to price volatility or time of use tariffs. For instance, many optimization studies assume that demand shifting is the only strategy available to reduce electricity costs [4, 5] . The lack of understanding of the building physical potential and its interaction with electricity markets significantly limits the perceived value of building automation and thus its adoption.
The recent commercialization of proactive energy management technology has the potential of changing this landscape. These predictive control-based tools enable the anticipation of weather, occupancy trends and loads. This information can be used to compute economic-optimal set-point policies [29, 27, 30] . More importantly, predictive control is a multivariable strategy that can exploit the interactions between states and controls to optimize performance. The use of predictive models also makes buildings more adaptive to large dynamic fluctuations and enable a closer interaction with electricity markets. The energy and cost reduction potential of proactive energy management as well as the required optimization domain, however, have not been fully explored.
In this work, we analyze different strategies for building-wide optimization under a proactive framework. We demonstrate that building-wide strategies can exploit complex interactions between physical variables and their dynamics to achieve substantial energy savings without sacrificing air quality and comfort. Energy savings above 50% have been observed in our studies. We also consider strategies to handle competing objectives and adaptive constraints. In addition, we show that proactive strategies can be used to enable building participation in day-ahead and real-time electricity markets. This ability is key in reducing the exposure of buildings to real-time market volatility and can, in turn, lead to smoother operations. An interesting finding of this study was that energy minimization (as opposed to cost minimization) is a more reliable optimization strategy under variable prices with no financial incentives (e.g., strictly positive prices). This invalidates traditional perceptions that cost savings can only be accomplished through demand shifting strategies. In addition, it suggests that high prices alone might not provide enough incentives for demand reductions during peak times.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present a physical dynamic model used to illustrate the optimization developments. In Section 3 we perform a degrees of freedom and constraint analysis. In Section 4 we discuss different optimization strategies, and in Section 5 we present a numerical case study. The paper closes in Section 6 with final remarks and directions of future work.
System Model
For our optimization studies, we consider a model describing the dynamics of a building space conditioned by an air-handling unit (AHU) system. The system is sketched in Figure 1 . We capture the building conditions in terms of CO 2 concentration, humidity, pressure, and temperature. The model nomenclature is provided in Appendix A. 
Material Balances
In the building envelope we have the total mass balance,
where τ is time. We also have the component balances,
Here, n(τ ) is the occupancy signal of the space (value of one if the space is occupied and zero if it is unoccupied). The total number of occupants under occupied mode is given by n tot . Assuming constant density and heat capacity in the mixer, we have
In the AHU, we have the following balances:
where m rm i are the mass removal rates with m rm CO 2 (·) = 0 since this component is not removed in the AHU. The relationship between the total building pressure, mass, and temperature can be estimated from the ideal gas law:
We convert the relative humidity of the air at the building temperature T z (τ ) to volumetric concentration C z H 2 O (τ ) using the following relationship 6) where the saturation concentration is given by Antoine's equation [23] 
We can convert the volumetric concentration of CO 2 to ppmV (typical metric for air quality) using the relationship [1] ,
As can be seen, there exist interactions between the building physical variables. In particular, both the relative humidity and ppmV of CO 2 are affected by the building temperature. In addition, ppmV is affected by pressure.
Energy Balances
We consider the following energy balance for the building envelope [24] :
In the mixer we have
The amount of condensate in the AHU is proportional to the latent energy removed/added,
The amount of sensible energy removed/added in the AHU is given by
The total energy consumed by the HVAC system is given by
For computational efficiency, we replace the non-differentiable absolute value operator | · | using dummy variables as
14c)
Degrees of Freedom and Constraint Analysis
If we assumed a fixed pressure P z (τ ) = P z we have that q in,z (τ ) = q out,z (τ ) so that m z (τ ) is constant and q amb (τ ) = q ex (τ ). In this case, the system has three operational degrees of freedom. The first degree of freedom can be either q amb (τ ) or q ex (τ ) but not both. The other two degrees of freedom can be the supply air temperature T in,z (τ ) or Q sens (τ ) and the supply air humidity or Q lat (τ ). If we relax the constant pressure constraint through a soft constraint of the form 15) then the system has four degrees of freedom. This additional flexibility can be used to aid optimization. Therefore, we highlight that the use of soft constraints in variables such as temperature, pressure, humidity, CO 2 and flow rates maximizes optimization flexibility of the energy management system.
This implies that the use of fixed set-point conditions can dramatically limit the energy savings potential.
To maximize flexibility, we propose to use soft constraints with set-back conditions as opposed to traditional strategies that use set-points with set-back conditions. To ensure comfort, we will make use of temperature and humidity constraints of the form: are bounds under set-back conditions. These adaptive constraints indicate that, when the building envelope is occupied at time τ , then n(τ ) = 1, and nominal bounds will be imposed. On the other hand, if the envelope is not occupied, then set-back bounds will be imposed.
An alternative way of measuring comfort is using the predicted mean vote (PMV) and predicted percentage dissatisfied (PPD) indexes [20] . If a PPD prediction model is incorporated, then adaptive constraints on PPD of the form (3.16) can be imposed in the same way. This provides an advantage since PPD is a more direct comfort metric. PPD models, however, are complex and difficult to handle by optimization solvers. Consequently, this will be left as a subject of future work. The generality of concepts presented, however, still apply.
We consider constraints on air quality of the form
The use of such constraint assumes that CO 2 concentration can be measured or inferred. In the absence of such information, an indirect strategy to ensure air quality is to impose constraints on the total ambient air flow rate (ventilation) as a function of the number of occupants:
Here, q amb oc is the minimum flow rate per occupant as dictated by ASHRAE [15] and q amb,sb L is a setback bound set under unoccupied conditions. Imposing constraints directly on CO 2 concentration is desirable as more flexible ventilation constraints of the form q amb L ≤ q amb ≤ q amb U can be used. Here, q amb L , q amb U are the physical limits of ventilation.
Dampers represent an important dynamic constraint due to their slow dynamics. In other words, they cannot be moved freely because of physical limitations or equipment wearing. This can be modeled by using ramp constraints of the form,
We also impose operational bounds on the AHU delivery temperature (since it might affect equipment performance and comfort) and physical bounds on the flow rates,
Finally we consider initial conditions for the dynamic states of the system,
Proactive Energy Management
Buildings are operated under different performance objectives (economic vs. environmental), pricing structures, and interactions with electricity markets. Thus, different optimization formulations can be envisioned. In this section, we consider some basic formulations.
Energy Minimization
We first consider a building-wide energy minimization optimal control formulation (i.e., with fixed prices) over the time interval τ ∈ [t, t + T ]:
where
This is a direct building-wide strategy that can fully exploit the multivariable interactions of the building and HVAC system.
For the sake of comparison, we consider a standard approach that uses set-points with set-back conditions to save energy and uses controllers to track these set-points as tightly as possible [18, 19, 7, 6] . This leads to the following formulation:
where,
The set-points are given by
Here,T ,RH,P ,ppmV CO 2 are the set-points under occupied conditions, andT sb ,RH sb ,P sp ,ppmV
are the set-points for unoccupied (set-back) conditions. A problem with this strategy is that the optimal set-back points depend on the building internal and external conditions which are highly dynamic. In addition, imposing set-points indirectly fixes operational variables. In Section 5 we will show that this rigidity leads to significantly more energy consumption compared with the buildingwide strategy.
Handling Competing Objectives
Minimizing costs is not equivalent to minimizing energy or maximizing comfort. Typically, competing objectives like these arise in practice. In the presence of two competing objectives, problem (4.22) becomes a multi-objective problem of the form [8] min
We will define the objective vector
A practical strategy to handle multiple objectives in real-time consists in identifying the utopia point and to operate as close as possible to it [14] .
To identify the utopia point, we solve problem (4.22) for each objective separately. This gives the cost functions
T , which are the coordinates of the utopia point. The nearest point to the utopia along the Pareto front (compromise solution) is determined by solving the following problem:
Here, · p is the p-norm. The approach is illustrated in Figure 2 . The utopia-tracking strategy provides advantages over traditional weighting objectives of the form [27] ,
since the weights have to be tuned as the building conditions change. The utopia following strategy also avoids the need to construct the Pareto front at each point in time, which is prohibitively expensive. For instance, in Figure 2 , we can see that the Pareto front becomes steep and difficult to compute when Φ 2 approaches Φ L 2 .
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of utopia-tracking approach.
If we consider a trade-off between energy consumption Φ 1 and thermal comfort, we can consider a competing comfort objective of the form
where T com (τ ) and RH com (τ ) are the desired comfort point under occupied and unoccupied conditions for temperature and relative humidity, respectively. These have the form in (4.26). If a PPD metric is used to measure comfort, then PPD can be used directly as the competing objective. We note that ensuring comfort using set-points is a more rigid approach than using the comfort zone constraints (3.16). Consequently, we will only use the set-point tracking approach for the sake of comparison.
Economic Objectives
In this section, we consider strategies to optimize building economic performance under two general settings. The first assumes that the building is a price taker, so it follows prices from the utility company or independent system operator (ISO). In the second paradigm, the building is assumed to be a consumer that bids into the day-ahead market to lock its demand in order to mitigate risk and avoid volatility in real-time prices.
Price Taking
If the building is charged real-time (spot) prices, the cost minimization problem takes the form
Here, λ(τ ) are the time-varying spot prices.
Day-Ahead and Real-Time Bidding
Proactive optimization strategies can use the dynamic building model to forecast the demand over the next day and bid into electricity markets. This information can be used to lock demands in day-ahead markets and thus avoid volatile prices (e.g., at peak times) in real-time markets. The use energy management strategies that respond to volatile real-time prices can lead to significant equipment wearing as well as economic inefficiency and constraint violations due to the limited dynamic responsiveness of the building.
In Figure 3 we present day-ahead and real-time wholesale prices at the Illinois hub of Midwest ISO in 2009. The figure clearly shows that real-time prices are significantly more volatile. In addition, real-time prices become often negative, providing incentives for consumers to increase energy demands.
To deal with the day-ahead bidding problem, we consider a supply function of the form
Here, the objective is to determine the optimal parameters α(τ ), β(τ ) ≥ 0 that maximize profit under the expected day-ahead price trajectory λ(τ ). The parameter β(τ ) is the demand elasticity, and α(τ ) is 
Once the bidding parameters are sent to the ISO, the ISO clears the market at the day-ahead prices λ D (τ ) and schedules the demand Q hvac D (τ ) that the building should follow during the day. Any deviations from the schedule will be charged at real-time prices, which we define as λ R (τ ). Consequently, we consider minimizing the integral of the penalty costs,
Real-Time Implementation and Computational Issues
For real-time implementation, the building optimization problem can be solved in a receding-horizon manner (see Figure 4) . This enables the system to handle model and forecast errors. It is done at preselected intervals ∆ and with a prediction horizon T . At time t, the problem is solved over horizon [t, t + T ], and the resulting dynamic set-point policies (e.g., temperature, humidity, ventilation) are sent to the low-level controllers for tracking during period [t, t + ∆]. At the next time t + ∆ the prediction horizon is shifted to [t + ∆, t + ∆ + T ], and the process is repeated to updated the policies, thus closing the loop. The length of the prediction horizon should be long enough to capture the periodicity of the building forcings such as weather and prices [30, 29] .
From a computational point of view, we note that building-wide optimization problems can become large and nonlinear. To solve these problems, we recommended to use discretization approaches coupled to sparse optimization solvers. These approaches are highly efficient and are capable of solving problems with several hundreds of differential and algebraic equations in a few seconds. In particular, the use of open equation-oriented models is beneficial from a computational point of view since exact derivative information can be exploited to accelerate solutions. For a review of these methods, we refer the reader to [28, 10] . Equation-oriented strategies are significantly more efficient than traditional simulation-based approaches that use black-box simulation engines such as EnergyPlus [9] or TRNSYS [17] .
The optimization strategies presented here used an implicit Euler discretization scheme and were implemented on the equation-oriented modeling system AMPL [13] . The resulting nonlinear optimization problems were solved with the sparse solver IPOPT [25] . Each year-round simulation took, on average, 3 minutes to complete on a standard personal computer. This illustrates the efficiency of the strategy. All models and software routines are available at http://www.mcs.anl.gov/ vzavala/publications.html. 
Numerical Analysis
We illustrate the concepts presented through year-round receding-horizon simulations under real ambient conditions at a location in the U.S. Midwest. Hourly profiles for ambient temperature and relative humidity were generated by using the weather forecasting system WRF available at Argonne National Laboratory [29] . The profiles are presented in Figure 5 . It is notable the high variability of weather at this region. For instance, during seasonal transitions, ambient temperature can vary by over 20 o C in a single day. This variability has provided valuable information to assess the performance of the different optimization strategies.
In all our numerical experiments we assume an ambient concentration of CO 2 of 400 ppmV. In addition, we will assume an occupancy schedule of 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. during weekdays. We consider a commercial-sized building with a volume of 1,000 m 3 and 500 occupants.
We highlight that the overall magnitude of the savings presented in the following analysis is system and climate dependent and should be taken with care. The analysis presented tries to explain general trends in behavior. 
Energy Savings
In this section we compare the energy savings performance of the proposed building-wide optimization with that of a standard set-point strategy. In addition, we analyze the impact on savings and flexibility of different constraints.
Set-Point Tracking vs. Building-Wide Optimization
We first compute the energy consumption of a set-point tracking strategy with set-back mode conditions (4.24) . In this case, the set-back temperature set-points are chosen as the ambient conditions and we impose temperature limits of 10-30 o C. The set-point under occupied conditions was set to 23 o C. We assumed a relative humidity set-point of 50% and a pressure set-point of 1 atm. In this experiment we assumed a variable ventilation rate (no occupant-dependent) with a CO 2 limit of 1,000 ppmV.
The year-round results are presented in Figure 6 . In the top graph, we can see the fluctuations in the building temperature from the normal set-point to the set-back set-point during different seasons. We can see that, during winter, the system moves to the lower limit of 10 o C at night while during summer it moves to 30 o C. The year-round energy consumption for this case was 1, 530 MWh. We can note that a large amount of energy is wasted during unoccupied periods specially during winter since the system is trying to keep the temperature at the lower limit without realizing that it can close ventilation to do so. In other words, the use of tracking objectives wastes the operational flexibility of the building. We now consider the building-wide strategy for direct energy minimization (4.22) . In this strategy, the building temperature is allowed to fluctuate within the adaptive comfort zone given by the constraints (3.16). In this case, the comfort zone in occupied mode is assumed to be 21 − 27 o C for temperature and 30 − 50% for humidity. This range was selected to keep a percentage of people dissatisfied (PPD) level of less than 15% [20] . At all times, a pressure of 1 atm was maintained. During unoccupied conditions, the building temperature and humidity were relaxed to 10-30 o C and 20-70%, respectively.
The results are presented in Figure 7 . As can be seen, the building-wide strategy exploits the comfort zone more often during the year. The optimized profiles follow nonintuitive patterns during seasonal transitions which differ from those of the tracking strategy with set-back conditions. This stresses the need to optimize the building in an adaptive manner. The building-wide approach exploits the unoccupied periods to minimize energy, dropping the energy consumption to almost zero during unoccupied conditions by making use of ventilation. In addition, the system anticipates the building closing time to minimize energy and delay the temperature to unoccupied times. The yearround energy consumption in this scenario was 230 MWh. The building-wide strategy consumes 5 times less energy than the set-point tracking strategy (a relative reduction of 85%).
Another interesting feature of the building-wide system is that it exploits the ambient temperature conditions to optimize the AHU delivery temperature. This point is highlighted in Figure 8 where we compare the AHU delivery temperature policies (T z in ) for the building-wide and tracking strategies. Note that the building-wide strategy follows a much different pattern and exploits the entire range. It has been found that energy optimizing AHU delivery temperature is one of the key degrees of freedom that can be used to save energy. This is consistent with existing practical experience [30] . A key conclusion from this first analysis is that exploiting the building flexibility (e.g., entire operational limits) is critical to achieve significant savings. In the following sections, we demonstrate that the exploitation of the thermal comfort zone is the most relevant factor. This is done by analyzing the impact of different degrees of freedom and constraints on energy savings.
Effects of Ventilation
Ventilation rates (q amb (τ ) in the model) are usually set around 5 cfm (8 m 3 /hr) per occupant in office buildings. It is well known that fixed ventilation rates can significantly limit the economic performance of the building [15] .
In Figure 9 , we present the energy consumption for the building-wide strategy under different fixed ventilation rates and the resulting maximum CO 2 concentration observed in the building during the year. The maximum ventilation rate 4,000 m 3 /hr is the rate corresponding to 500 occupants and using an estimate of 8 m 3 /hr per occupant. The corresponding year-round energy consumption was 277 MWh with a maximum CO 2 concentration of 800 ppmV. The minimum ventilation rate used was 100 m 3 /hr which leads to an energy consumption of 228 MWh. This rate, however, leads to a maximum CO 2 concentration of 5,000 ppmV, which is clearly not acceptable.
As expected, there is a clear trade-off between ventilation and energy. The trade-off exists because the building-wide strategy tries to seal the building envelope in order to preserve energy. In other words, increasing continuous ventilation wastes the energy used for conditioning the building envelope. However, in Figure 9 we can observe a flat surface in which the maximum CO 2 concentration does not change as the ventilation rate is increased (energy consumption, however, keeps increasing). This clearly illustrates that fixed ventilation rates are highly conservative. This points out the need to have adaptive estimates of minimum ventilation rates. In this scenario, for instance, the ventilation rate can be decreased to a value as low as 1,500 m 3 /hr to reduce energy from 277 MWh to 230 MWh (17% reduction) without crossing the 1,000 ppmV threshold. We also observe that decreasing the ventilation rate beyond this point does not decreases energy significantly (the savings for a rate of 100 m 3 /hr are 18%) but the maximum CO 2 increases exponentially. We have found that a limiting value of 25% savings (relative to 277 MWh) would require ventilation rates of 10 m 3 /hr or less. At this regime, the energy losses through the building walls dominate. On the other side of the curve, we can see that an overestimation of about 10% on ASHRAE's suggested ventilation rate (4,500 m 3 /hr) can increase energy to 300 MWh, decreasing energy savings to 80%.
Notably, even with ASHRAE's limits in ventilation, the savings of the building-wide strategy compared with the tracking strategy are 82%. This indicates that it is the combined effect of comfort zone exploitation and an efficient estimation of ventilation leading to energy savings. In addition, the magnitude of the change suggests that comfort zone exploitation is a more relevant factor.
Typically, fixed ventilation rates are used because of the lack of sensors to determine the number occupants and the actual CO 2 concentration in the building. We consider an alternative in which we use directly constraints on CO 2 concentration (1,000 ppmV during occupied times and 1,500 ppmV under unoccupied times) as an alternative to fixed ventilation rates. The year-round energy consumption was 220 MWh for this case which represents reduction of 20% with respect to the 277 MWh obtained with a maximum ventilation rate of 4,000 m 3 /hr. The profiles for CO 2 concentration and ventilation rates (ambient flow) are presented in Figure 10 . As can be seen, the building-wide strategy satisfies the bounds during occupied times and it relaxes them during unoccupied times reaching levels of around 1, 400 ppmV (note the double frequency signal). The fact that generation of CO 2 is not observed during unoccupied periods suggests that the optimization strategy decreases the ventilation rate prior to the transition to unoccupied mode in the afternoon. Thus, the slow CO 2 dynamics (the total air mass in the envelope is around one metric ton) can be exploited to save energy while satisfying the CO 2 limits during occupied times. This can be clearly observed in Figure 11 where we present a close-up during a week of operation. In the middle graph we can see that the building is sealed almost entirely for one hour during occupied mode, generating a delayed spike in the CO 2 concentration (three hours later) during the unoccupied period with relaxed CO 2 constraints. The strong periodicity of the ventilation rates and CO 2 concentration suggests that the occupancy pattern drives energy consumption. In the top graph of Figure 11 we can also observe that the building saves energy during the weekend by sealing the building almost entirely. This results in a very slow decay of the CO 2 concentration. This analysis illustrates that the slow dynamics of CO 2 and not only the temperature dynamics play an important role.
An unexpected result that we have obtained is that tightening the bounds on CO 2 to levels of 700 ppmV does not increase energy consumption as long as the ventilation rate is allowed to move freely. This observation is significant because it implies that high air quality can be achieved without having high ventilation rates. From equation (2.8) we can see that temperature and pressure can be used to control CO 2 concentration since temperature changes expand and contract the building internal air mass. Consequently, multivariable interactions can be exploited to control air quality. This is important since this gives the system to use the ventilation rate to save energy and not only to maintain air quality.
Effects of Humidity and Pressure
To analyze the effect of humidity constraints on energy savings, we ran a scenario in which the comfort conditions for relative humidity are restricted to the range 40 − 50% during occupied times. We compare this with the relaxed range of 30 − 50%. In both scenarios, a range of 20 − 70% is used under unoccupied times. The year-round energy consumption for the tight comfort range is 225.54 MWh, whereas that of the relaxed range (base case) is 225.17 MWh. The difference is negligible. We also found that not relaxing the relative humidity constraints during unoccupied times increases energy consumption to 226.82 MWh, an increase of 0.8% with respect to relaxed case. This negligible effect can be explained from the ability of the building to limit external ventilation and from the dependence of the building relative humidity on temperature. In particular, from (2.6) and (2.7), we can see that the relative humidity inside the building can be partially controlled not only by modifying the water content (C H 2 O z ) through the cooling coil but also by adjusting the the saturation concentration C sat H 2 O (τ ) by adjusting the building temperature. In particular, the saturation concentration is highly sensitive to temperature. Consequently, by allowing the temperature to vary across the comfort zone, more flexibility in relative humidity control can also be obtained, and less energy is used in the cool- ing coils. The building-wide strategy thus avoids the limitations of traditional single-loop control systems that use exclusively the cooling coil to control relative humidity by adjusting absolute humidity. It is important to highlight that most sensors and comfort conditions are based on relative humidity (as opposed to absolute humidity which is a measure of water content). Consequently, from a comfort point of view, it makes sense to control relative humidity.
We performed a similar analysis to evaluate the effect of pressure constraints. We ran a scenario with a tight pressure range of 1-1.1 atm. tight pressure constraints are desired to avoid building infiltration effects. We compared this scenario with a relaxed range of 0.9-1.2 atm. The relaxed range resulted in an energy consumption of 225.17 MWh, whereas the energy consumption with tight pressure constraints was 234.4 MWh which represents a non-negligible increase of 4% in energy consumption. This was an unexpected result since pressure is normally not considered as a variable that can be used to achieve energy savings. From the ideal gas law (2.5) we can see that at constant building mass, imposing constraints on pressure implicitly imposes a constraint on temperature. In other words, tightening the pressure bounds limits flexibility to move the temperature within the comfort zone. In addition, as mentioned previously, pressure is an indirect variable that can be used to optimize air quality.
Effects of Occupancy Detection
Detecting the occupancy status of the building has significant effects on energy consumption. To quantify this effect, we analyzed the case in which the change in occupancy status is detected with a delay of a single hour in the afternoon. This leads to an extra operation hour at 6-7 p.m and a year-round energy consumption of 229.53 MWh compared with the base case of 225.17 MWh. This represents an increase of 2%.
Another way of quantifying the impact of detecting occupancy is by using the same limits for temperature, pressure, CO 2 and humidity in occupied and unoccupied mode. In this scenario, the energy consumption goes up to 345 MWh (energy savings decrease to 77%). This demonstrates that exploiting unoccupancy periods is an important variable driving energy savings. Interestingly, the magnitude of the change again confirms the more critical role of the exploiting the thermal comfort zone.
Effects of Degrees of Freedom
Besides the ventilation rate q amb , the comfort zone and occupancy, the delivery conditions of the AHU (temperature T z,in and inlet flow q z,in ) provide flexibility for saving energy. To illustrate the effect of the inlet temperature, we consider the case where the delivery temperature range is tightened from 15 − 28 o C to 18 − 27 o C. The energy consumption increases to 225.30 MWh, which is negligible compared to the base case of 225.17 MWh. The explanation is that the constraint on the inlet flow never becomes active so it can always compensate for the tighter inlet temperature constraint. If we tighten the ramp limit for the inlet flow (3.19a) from 5000 m 3 /hr 2 to 500 m 3 /hr 2 the energy consumption goes up to 240 MWh, an increase of 6.6% with respect to base case. If we also tighten the ramp limits on the ventilation rate (3.19d) from 1000 m 3 /hr 2 to 100 m 3 /hr 2 and tighten the limit of the inlet flow to 100 m 3 /hr, the energy consumption increases to 241 MWh. As can be seen, ramp constraints can indeed limit energy savings since they affect the responsiveness of the system. This information is of practical importance because dampers have slow dynamics. We observe, however, that the magnitude of the impact is not significant.
One of the general conclusions from the previous analysis is that the energy savings of the buildingwide strategy are not particularly sensitive to flow, CO 2 , and humidity constraints. This implies that, from a building-wide point of view, the thermal comfort zone, ventilation rates, and the unoccupancy periods provide enough flexibility to achieve significant energy savings.
Comfort-Energy Trade-Off
A multi-objective framework can be used to trade-off between energy consumption and comfort. In Figure 12 , we present a Pareto front of energy consumption against comfort error for 3 days of operation. Here, comfort is measured as the squared error from a desired reference point of 22 o C and 50% relative humidity as in equation (4.24) . We scaled the error to stay within the range 0-10.
The proposed utopia-tracking strategy of Section (4.2) locates the utopia point and the compromise solution to compute the optimal trade-off point at the current real-time conditions. This is of practical important since, as we can see from Figure 12 , the Pareto curve is steep at tight comfort conditions (e.g., a small change in comfort translates in large amounts of energy). This observation gives another explanation for the large energy savings of the building-wide strategy compared to the tracking strategy. In particular, tracking comfort strictly (minimizing comfort error) leads to a very high energy consumption. From the graph, we can see that a comfort error of around 0.2 gives an energy consumption of nearly 5,000 kW while increasing allowing a small drift of the error (i.e., drift from 22 o C) can bring down the energy consumption to levels of 2,500 kWh. This gives energy savings of 50%. The impact of allowing temperature drifts from fixed comfort set-points on energy savings has also been analyzed in [30] . We can conclude that exploiting the comfort zone constraints as opposed to using a competing comfort objective with set-point tracking leads to much higher energy savings. To illustrate this, we ran a building-wide optimization scenario tightening the comfort limits from 21 − 27 o C to 23 − 27 o C during occupied conditions. This tighter temperature range corresponds to a PMV index of 0.5 and a PPD value of 8%. In this case, the year-round energy consumption goes to 250 MWh (savings go down to 83% compared to the tracking strategy). Interestingly, the energy savings compared with those of the tracking strategy are still significant indicating that tight comfort ranges can be achieved. The key again is to avoid the tracking of fixed set-points.
Economic Performance
We analyzed the economic performance of the building-wide strategy under day-ahead λ D (τ ) and real-time prices λ R (τ ). For comparison, we first evaluated the operating policy under direct energy minimization with both price trends using strictly positive prices (we bound the prices from below at a value of 10$/M W h). We found that the annual cost under day-ahead prices was $6.25×10 4 while that under real-time prices was $6.0×10 4 . The cost profiles are presented in Figure 13 . Note that even if real-time prices lead to large cost spikes during the summer, the costs during the winter are lower thus leveling out the year-round effect. In fact, the total cost is lower under real-time prices, which was unexpected.
We also run the system using an economic objective function (??) under the day-ahead and realtime prices. We found that the annual cost under day-ahead prices was $6.24×10 4 while that under real-time prices was $5.98×10 4 . As can be seen, the differences with the energy minimization strategy are negligible. This result is surprising, since it is commonly believed that demand-shifting strategies can lead to significant cost reductions. The results presented here provide a counterexample to this perception.
We found that if a shorter prediction horizon of 12 hours is used, the costs under cost minimization with real-time prices go up to $6.13×10 4 while the costs under day-ahead prices remain unchanged. If the horizon is decreased further to 11 hours, the problem becomes infeasible under real-time pricing (ramp constraints limit responsiveness). We can conclude that, under high price variability and decreased predictability, operations become more sensitive to foresight since the building cannot react instantaneously [3] . This is important because real-time prices are extremely difficult to forecast. This sensitivity to foresight does not occur under day-ahead prices, since they are more steady. Consequently, it is preferable to minimize energy consumption directly or to bid into dayahead markets.
We analyzed a second scenario in which we allow prices to be negative. For the energy minimization strategy, the year-round energy consumption was 230 MWh. The cost under real-time prices was $5.88×10 4 . The cost minimization strategy under real-time prices was $4.90×10 4 , a reduction of 20% with respect to the energy minimization strategy. The energy consumption, however, increased to 285 MWh, an increase of 19%. This clearly indicates the trade-off between energy costs and demand. Under day-ahead prices the cost was $6.24×10 4 and the energy demand was 235 MWh. The costs for the day-ahead and real-time prices are presented in Figure 14 . We can see that day-ahead prices do not provide financial incentives throughout the year since prices remain positive. Finally, we have found that, under real-time prices with negative values, the volatility of operations under the cost minimization strategy increases significantly since the system tries to move quickly to exploit the negative price spikes thus losing responsiveness. In particular, infeasibility problems were often observed for horizons of less than 12 hours.
A conclusion from this study is that buildings do not benefit from following economic objectives if no financial incentives are provided. Negative prices typically observed in real-time markets provide strong incentives but they are extremely difficult to predict. Consequently, exploiting the building dynamics to shift demands in a proactive manner is complicated. In addition, highly volatile prices lead to unstable operations and infeasibility.
Since energy minimization and day-ahead formulations reach nearly identical costs, buildings do not seem to benefit from participating in existing day-ahead electricity markets and, consequently, from providing demand forecast information. The ISO, however, benefits significantly from having better estimates of demand in clearing day-ahead markets since it leads to higher market efficiency and grid reliability. Consequently, the question remains open as to what is the right market design providing financial incentives for buildings. In particular, it seems that buildings should profit from providing ancillary services such as forecast information, regulation, storage, and ramping capacity. While demand response programs can provide a financial incentive, current sporadic events are insufficient. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have presented strategies for building-wide optimization in real-time environments. We have found that physical interactions among CO 2 , temperature, pressure, humidity and occupancy provide significant flexibility to achieve significant energy savings without sacrificing air quality and comfort. Our analysis indicates that the exploitation of the thermal comfort zone is the most relevant factor driving energy savings beyond 50%. In addition, we have presented different strategies to deal with complex pricing functions and interactions with electricity markets. In this context, we have found that direct energy minimization instead of cost minimization is a more reliable strategy under highly volatile market prices with no financial incentives. In the presence of financial incentives given by negative real-time prices cost minimization can lead to substantial savings compared to energy minimization. Real-time prices, however, are difficult to anticipate and follow due to the slow dynamics of the building.
As part of future work, we will add higher-fidelity models and explore observability issues due to limited CO 2 and occupancy sensor information. In addition, we will seek strategies to price ancillary services provided by commercial buildings and we will analyze the effect of different market designs. 
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